Chief Technology Officer (CTO)
annanow® a true Swiss tech start-up company, is driven by a global vision, technology and consumer
demand. We enable our clients to sell faster and transact smarter.
While we have had a fantastic journey so far, we are now shifting to the next level and therefore further
strengthen our leadership team.
The CTO will drive the technical development of platform, products and related services. He ensures a stateof-the-art software architecture and takes responsibility for a target orientated usage of all IT resources.
The CTO will take together with the management team a global perspective on market opportunities and
customer needs.

Key Accountabilities & Responsibilities








Driving and overseeing architecture and technical designs for platform, products and solutions
Supporting external partners, building the technology team and developing the maturity in terms
of quality with respect to architecture and technical design and coding practices
Plays a key role for the company when supporting investor relations and internally as a sparring
partner with the company’s commercial functions
Effectively managing, inspiring and mentoring the team’s performance
Enhancing and defining the processes and procedures for the productivity and quality of the
solutions and development teams
Evaluating emerging technologies and industry trends and applying them to enhance the projects
and teams
External technology face of the company: Participating in architectural discussions with clients

Experience & Expertise


Master’s degree in computer science or similar





Several years of experience with coding or architectural design and leadership experience in
developing innovative software platforms
Experience in building up high performing teams in start-up environment
Excellent communication skills (German and English)






Outstanding sales management skills
Experience in designing and operating distributed services
Ability to work effectively in a complex, diverse and changing environment
Excellent leadership skills, ability to influence, engage and motivate highly talented people to



inspire great performance across departments
Ability to balance being highly analytical and creative

We offer…





An exciting role with big impact on the shaping of the future of our quick commerce company
Talented and highly experienced colleagues who loves to solve problems together
Competitive start-up compensation (salary and stock option grants - details to be agreed)
Central offices downtown Zürich, close to all public transportation



A journey to remember

Application

Resume

Personal motivation letter explaining why you are a great fit for a CTO-role in a start-up company
If you want to contribute to scale and develop an ambitious Swiss tech company, and join a group of
passionate, dedicated, relentless and caring people, we would like to hear from you.
Are you interested in this role? We look forward to receiving your application at careers@annanow.com.

